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max for live and native instruments are pleased to present the new drum machine, l7. with up
to 50 virtual, polyphonic drum sounds and an intuitive layout, l7 provides the ultimate in midi
control and performance. the l7 plus includes additional features and an upgraded version of
l7’s classic interface. the legacy of roland's legendary tr-909 continues with the tr-909, a midiand cv-compatible reissue of the world’s first micro sequencer. a true classic, the tr-909 is
packed with the same advanced performance features, sound samples and effects as the
original. and with a host of new features, it’s the perfect addition to any live or studio rig.
dreamscape is max for live’s midi sequencer, and a unique instrument in its own right. it is a
one-man project by tony forrest, and follows his pioneering work in the early days of max for
live, where he created the dreamtime instruments for live 8. inspired by the sounds of the 60s
and 70s, the package includes a collection of acid-inspired patches that feature short,
repetitive sequences created using only a single drum kit and single synth. the box also
includes a set of hybrid instruments and a set of enhanced effects, including a 24-track
recording rack, a vintage sound effects rack and a 6-band eq rack. get down and dirty with max
for live with this sonic beast! never before have such a collection of instruments been available
in one pack, and it’s only available as part of a bundle with the l slow & waterworx packs. the
original drum machine. the one and only! with the drum machine, the noise and the dirt, you
can start making your own grooves from scratch or explore new grooves. the collection
contains 10 kits, each containing various ways of recording them. bonus: an additional 10 kits
are available as extras for live 10.
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percussive streams is a set of highly-modular drums and percussion recorded using a
combination of different drum machines, drum pads, and various other percussion-related
devices. this eclectic collection of sounds includes a wide variety of exotic, unique and quirky
instruments, from the acoustics of percussion to the warm tones of a traditional drum kit.
percussive patterns is a collection of gritty, analog drum patterns and percussion loop sets,
recorded using a variety of drum machines and drum pads. this collection contains diverse and
iconic drum patterns, from piano to hi-hats, from claps to kicks, and from toms to cowbells.
liquid wash is a dark collection of shimmering and saturated effects, many of which were
developed for the liquid effects plug-ins. this pack features over 40 fx and can be used as a
standalone effect, or as a foundation for a synth-driven sound. recorded with musicians,
producers, sound designers and film score composers in mind, this collection includes a diverse
array of instruments, from woodwinds to synths and traditional instruments like pianos and
drums, and adds a special 10-bit compression treatment to the sounds. percussive sequencer
is a collection of innovative, one-shot instrument sounds recorded using an array of different
percussion-related devices and is ideal for any type of genre, from edm to hip-hop, pop and
film music. reverse plate is a collection of electronic percussion instruments recorded at
different pitches, from low basses to high drones, creating a number of unique, organic oneshots with depth and character. reverse plate can be used as a foundation for your next track,
and works with all drum machines. 5ec8ef588b
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